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weeks left
On campus mugging
exposes insecurities
Sara Bernert
News Editor
For many students, Seattle
University is more than a school,
it's their home. Living and work-
ing every day within the confines
ofcampus, it can be easy to forget
Seattle U is situated in the middle
of a major city and, because of
this, is at risk to experience major
crime.
At approximately 11:20 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 29, a student was
assaulted and mugged outside
the Lemieux Library on the lower
mall. The victim, a male sopho-
more transfer student who has
asked to remain anonymous, was
walking alone toward his room in
Bellarmine when he encountered
two men on the steps.
"I saw one person but thought
he was a student. The other per-
son was sitting on a bench and the
bushes blocked him from myview,"
the victim said. "When I got to that
location both strangers approached
me and started to ask questions. By
the second question I realized they
were not students [...] then they
started the attack."
The victim was punched in the
face and, his bag—containing a lap-
top, cell phone and other personal
items—was stolen. The attackers
fled from campus on foot toward
12th Avenue.
Witnesses described the suspects
as two men with dark complexions
in their twenties. Although officers
from Public Safety and the Seattle
PoliceDepartment searched the area
after the attack, no persons match-
ing the description were found. The
suspects remain at large.
Michael Sletten, director of
Public Safety, said the Seattle Police
Department has increased patrols
in the neighborhood.
"We are working
very closely [with the
police] on this matter,"
Sletten said.
Women's soccer
wins in shutout
GarrettMukai The
Spectator
Sophomore midfielderKaraKuttter drives past an opposing player
duringSunday's game against D-l opponent Eastern Washington
University. The Redhawks shut out the Eagles 2-0 bringing their
record to 6-2-3. The players and 451 spectators enjoyed sunny
skies during the match.
Virtual reality, actual credit
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
The class gathers in the dry
and windswept wasteland known
as the Barrens. A level 15 Tauren
Druid, their professor, leads his
students—a collection of elves,
gnomes and shamans—on a quest
to hunt down the dreaded hyena-
men called Gnolls.
Yes, this is a real class. It takes
place on the planet Azeroth in the
World ofWarcraft.
The name of the course is
Video Games, Communication
and Culture. Taught by Professor
Christopher Paul, the class
explores how video games shape
individual interactions and social
practices.
One ofthe course requirements
mandates students meet online to
play the videogame
World of Warcraft
for two hours every
week. I
Clara Ganey The Spectator
Students play World of Warcraft togethr as part of a new course centered around video games.
Icelandic post-rock quartet brings
angelic hymnals to Benaroya Hall
MatthewMartell
Entertainment Editor
Contrasting the frigid cold of
the fast approaching Seattle win-
ter, the Icelandic quartet Sigur
Ros showcased the pleasant side
of the cold season at Benaroya
Hall Oct. 5 with a serene set of
glacially paced tunes that left the
audience in awe. The group makes
music that sounds moody without
being morose; their music aims
to evoke ambiguous emotions in
their listeners through glistening
guitar lines and frigid bass snaps
that are propelled by lead singer
Jon Thor "Jonsi" Birgisson's
angelic voice.
The band's current tour is
in support of their latest record
"Me3 Su3 I Eyrum Vi 3 Spilum
Endalaust." The record's title
translates from Icelandic to mean
"with a buzz in our ears we play
endlessly," and it is as much the
band's mantra for music-making as
it is a clever title for a record full of
hulking orchestral rock anthems.
Contrasting many of their mu-
sical contemporaries, Sigur Ros is
a highly self-aware group of mu-
sicians that flourishes because its
individual members lose them-
selves in the seemingly endless
soundscapes they craft both in
the studio and during live per-
formances. Birgisson under-
stands his vocals are angelic, and
he plays up his prowess every
chance he gets.
But Birgisson's voice isn't the
only thing that makes him stick
out as one of the most prominent
lead singers of the 21st century. He
also handles most ofthe band's gui-
tar work, and his trademark take
on the instrument is one thatleaves
a firm impression upon most lis-
teners. Rather than plucking out
chords and leads with his fingers,
Birgisson uses a cello bow to cre-
ate staggering guitar lines, layer-
ing a constant stream of sustained
chords in a sea ofreverb and delay.
The other musicians in the group
are all strong and important in
theirown respects, but when Sigur
Ros mount the stage, it is always all
eyes on Birgisson.
Their performance at Benaroya
was no exception to this rule-
Bassist GeorgHolm and keyboard-
ist Kjartan "Kjarri" Sveinsson took
the stage in snazzy black suits, but
their entrances were overshadowed
by the appearance of drummer
Orri Pall Dyrason, who bounced
over to his drum set in a sleeve-
less red and pink tunic wear-
ing a multi-colored crown that
glistened in the spotlights shining
on stage.
However, even Dyrason became
forgettable when Birgisson made
his entry; he sat down behind a
pump organ dressed in a straight-
jacket reminiscent of Johnny
Depp's costume from "Edward
Scissorhands," chains clinking and
dangling from his left shoulder, his
hair pinned back to resemble elfears
at the sides ofhis head. Though he
stands just over five feet
tall, Birgisson's presence
and composure is im-
measurable on stage.
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World of Warcraft,
or WoW, is the world's
most popular and larg-
est multiplayer online
game, which can support millions
of players across multiple serv-
ers simultaneously. More than
10.9 million players subscribe to
WoW each month. The fourth edi-
tion of the game has 70 levels and
multiple universes. A copy of the
game was the only required "text"
for this course.
"You wouldn't teach a class on
film without watching movies, and
you couldn't teach a class on litera-
ture without giving students books
to read," Paul said. "We're playing
the game to get an anchored insight
into the worldof video games."
Paul chose to teach the class
due to personal and professional
attraction.
"It is something I was interested
in and something I think is very rel-
evant to our current age," he said.
Students enrolled in the class for
various reasons.
"It fulfilled a requirement for my
major, and the tide was interesting,"
said Rita Morales, a senior com-
munication major. "Even though I
always thought online games were
sort of nerdy, it sounded like a
fun class."
Senior literature major Cody
Shepherd saw videogame stud-
ies as an extension of his work in
creative writing.
"I am definitely going to use
what I learn in this class in the fu-
ture," hesaid. "I might do a graduate
studies program in this area."
Early in the course students read
several articles that covered the his-
tory of video games and addressed
why this aspect of modern culture
should be more closely examined.
This year, Paul will attend the
Association ofInternet Researchers
conference in Denmark, where he
plans to present an academic re-
search paper on World ofWarcraft.
His work examines the psychologi-
cal model behind videogames.
"Due to the cultural signifiers
associated with video games, some-
times this class is expected to be
easy," he said.
But Paul stressed the challenging
nature of the class.
"I think it's justas rigorous, ifnot
more rigorous than any other class
at this level," he noted.
In addition to playing World
ofWarcraft, Paul requires students
to complete regular readings and
take exams.
Paul also recommends his stu-
dents play WoW outside of the
scheduled class meeting times. If
addiction arises as an issue for a
fimdervt, l-»e said, u TA\is class offers
a channel in which they can speak
about it."
"It is addicting in the same way
any interest is addicting," Shepherd
said.
Shepherd explained diat due to
the complex nature of the game,
players often have to devote mul-
tiple hours to progress. The longest
consecutive time he has spent play-
ing WoW was 18 hours.
For some students who did not
hold prior interest inWoW, the class
granted diem new insights into die
past and present world ofgaming.
"I really liked learning about
the history of video games,"
Morales said. "I had no idea it went
back so far."
As someone who didnot identify
herself as a gamer, she noted the class
provides insight into a completely
different culture.
For the next six weeks, Morales
and her fellow classmates will ex-
plore that culture, both here and
on Azeroth.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey TheSpectator
Senior communication major Sarah Metis battles on Azeroth with her classmates in World of Warcraft.
news
Softball tarp flies
wild with the wind
Matthew Brady
Members of Seattle University's softball team struggle in vain
against the elements to pull down a giant tarp. The tarp, which
covered the baseball diamond on Logan Reid, was blown up
against the fencing, power lines and trees during last Saturday's
windstorm. It was eventually secured by Public Safety officers as
the wind died down.
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Public Safety was
first informed about
the incident by Max
Stowell, freshman
marketing major, who was sit-
ting in a friend's room on the
sixth floor ofBellarmine when he
heard screaming and sawcommo-
tion on the steps. Stowell called
Public Safety using an emergency
phone in the hallway. He said he
was surprised no other students
reacted.
"Anyone who has a room on
that side of Bellarmine should
have heard the screaming,"
Stowell said. "The next morning
[...] a bunch of people said they
heard it happen. Why didn't they
do anything?"
Students were not the only
ones slow to act. A resident assis-
tant who asked to remain anony-
mous said a studentPublic Safety
officer on duty in the Bellarmine
lobby didnotrespond, despite be-
ing told what was happening by
Stowell and his friend, who had
immediately rushed to the lobby
after making the call.
Sletten defended the officer's
behavior noting that another of-
ficer had already responded to
the scene, and the student officer
wasn't obligated to be involved
unless called for, Sletten said.
"The police and Public Safety
officers responded extremely
well," Sletten said, adding the
response time between the at-
tack and the arrival of a Public
Safety officer was about 15
seconds.
How to best notify
students is something
we are still evaluating.
Michael Sletten
Public Safety Director
Students wondered why the
university did not utilize the emer-
gency texting system, e2Campus,
to notify students dangerous men
were in the area. That system is
intendedfor imminent threats to
the community, Sletten said, not
isolated crime incidents such as
this one. Public Safety notified
students and staff the following
morning via e-mail.
"How to best notify students is
something we are still evaluating,"
Sletten said.
When it comes to personal
safety, Sletten said students need
to stay alert and aware. While
Public Safety works to keep the
campus secure, there is no way
they can be everywhere at once,
he explained.
"Our best safety tips come
from students," said Sletten.
"They are the eyes and ears
of the community. Everyone
should keep their eyes open [...]
and do what they can to keep
themselves and the community
safe."
There are several safety precau-
tions Public Safety recommends,
especially when walking at night:
use the buddy system, be aware of
your surroundings at all times and
utilize campus safety features such
as Public Safety escorts and the
Anyone who has a
room on that side [...]
should have heard
the screaming.
Max Stowell
Freshman
emergency blue light phones.
The victim attempted to use
one of those phones to call for
help but received no response.
Officers tested the system that
night and found it to be in work-
ing order. It was determined the
victim, who had never used the
phones before, had'pressed the
information button -whvcW
connects to the campus phone
line rather than the emergency
button—that automatically con-
nects to Public Safety.
"I thought there would only
be one button," the victim said.
He suggested all students famil-
iarize themselves with the blue
light phones before they are faced
with an emergency situation.
Sletten said he believes the
emergency phone system, which
contains 48 blue-lit phones
throughout campus, works well,
but Public Safety is looking into
ways to avoid confusion in the
future.
Stowell mentioned fellowstu-
dents shouldalso be aware of the
emergency phones located on all
residence hall floors.
The incident was unfortunate,
Sletten said, and shocking for
members of the Seattle U com-
munity who may take campus
security for granted.
"We all do it, I do it," he said.
"We get very engaged with our
activities at the university, [...]
and there are, unfortunately,
people who take advantage
of that."
The victim said he felt sup-
ported and cared for by his fellow
students after the attack, noting
classmates have loaned him books
and notes. Regardless of the dif-
ficult nature ofhis first week, the
victim said he is still excited for a
new year and plans to stay at the
university.
"I will not let this experience
ruin my attitude toward Seattle
U," he said.
Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu.edu
Eid celebrated at Seattle U
Brian Davidson
Children dance during Seattle University's Eid celebration. The holiday marks the end of the Islamic holy
month of Ramadan. "It was awonderful evening," said Abdul Alrshid, junior engineering major. "We always
like to have people from outside the Muslim faith come and leam about our culture."
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Klosterman receives prestigious Boeing fellowship
Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer
Juniors and seniors often speak
with fear of something they con-
sider far worse than exams and
late nights studying: life after
college, in the real world. But
senior economics major Sean
Klosterman has got that all taken
care of.
Klosterman, an avid plane
lover, was recently selected to par-
ticipate in the Boeing Business
Career Foundation Program.
This program is designed to let
aspiring business people, like
Klosterman, participate in various
positions within the Boeing
company.
Positions include accounting,
procurement cost analysis, con-
tracts, strategic planning, interna-
tionalbusiness and several options
that would enable KJosterman to
work abroad. In addition, the
Boeing Company will cover the
tuition for Klosterman's last year
at Seattle University, as well as give
him the full benefits of a regular
Boeing employee, including dental
and medical coverage.
"I think it's pretty unique for a
senior in college to have his en-
tire future planned out for him,"
Klosterman said. "I can see my-
self working for Boeing for an
entire lifetime."
The application process for
the program is rigorous. Boeing
prefers that all hopefuls for the
program have a bachelor's degree
in business administration and a
GPA ofat least 3.5.
In August, Klosterman, along
with 200 others, sent in applica-
tions to Boeing. From that group,
30 were selected to go on to the
interview section, in which each
person was required to sit in front
of a panel of three mid-to-high
level Boeing representatives for a
90-minute interview.
"They held the interviews in
groups of seven at a time, each of
us being asked the exact same ques-
tions. So if you finish later or ear-
lier than the others, you start to get
a little worried," Klosterman said.
"I might have even been sweating
a little."
Klosterman is no stranger to
success, however. When he came
in as a freshman, Klosterman was
one of seven students to receive
a Sullivan Leadership Award, a
scholarship that grants full tuition
coverage for four years as well as
free room and board.
"Sean exemplifies the Sullivan
Scholar values of academic excel-
lence, leadership, global perspective
and a commitment to the service of
others," said JerryCobb, S.J., who
heads the Sullivan Program. "He
has demonstrated a wide variety
of leadership skills here at Seattle
U and at Boeing. I believe he will
stand out as one oftheir best young
executives."
Klosterman, in turn, stated
Cobb has been particularly in-
fluential during his time here at
Seattle University, describing him
as being well-connected and great
at helping him meet people.
But Klosterman also had a strat-
egy of his own to achieve his level
ofsuccess.
"The most important thing you
have to do is think ahead," he said.
"Identify your interests, research
your opportunities after college
and be active and involved. If you
don't do these things, you are not
going to succeed."
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf©seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt TheSpectator
Other students may have to rush, but senior Sean Klosterman has his future secured with Boeing.
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Recruiting abroad
Isis Alexander
Enrollment VP sent to
China for the first time
Staff Writer
Having recently returned
from his first excursion to Asia,
Associate Provost of Enrollment
Management, Jim White, smiled
as he recalled the condensed roads
ofChina.
"I have to admit when I was in
a cab or something, I could never
watch the person driving-I'd always
have to look out the side windows
because it made me nervous to
watch."
White's position at Seattle
University typically keeps him
grounded to the locale. With about
90 percent ofhis time spent on col-
laborative efforts with directors of
various university offices, the re-
maining amount ofhis focus rests
on Admissions, and occasionally,
supervising the Registrar's Office
and Student Financial Services.
When the opportunity for
White to take part in one of the
university's recruitment tours
abroad presented itself, he jumped
at the chance.
"Certainly this is the first time
that someone in my position has
done it," White said.
Early in September the
Undergraduate Admissions Office
sends various university representa-
tives nationallyand internationally
abroad to recruit students.
For more than 20 years, the
university has participated in re-
cruitment tours in Asia, and for
five years these efforts have been
extended to the Middle East. White
emphasized these two regions are
experiencing a critical mass of af-
fluence, China especially, as half
of the students who graduate from
high school will be unable to attend
college because the region lacks the
capacity to accommodate them.
Some universities seek to uti-
lize the assistance of a broker who
may charge 5 percent of the first
year's tuition to find students for
a university.
"That for me feels like a slippery
slope, so we've never gone down
that path," White said, explaining
that since students also pay the bro-
ker a fee to find them a university,
this practice creates a conflict of
interest for the broker.
Seattle University only utilizes
agents licensed by the Chinese
Ministry of Education. These
agents are not paid by the univer-
sity. White was approached by one
ofthese brokers looking to strike a
deal and consulted withKan Liang,
director of International Studies as
well as White's accompanying uni-
versity representative.
"I spoke to Kan about those
[brokers], and he said, 'We don't
need to hire somebody to do that,
we can do that ourselves,' and so
he set up all of the visits we made,"
White said.
Having spent an abundance
of time in Asia, Liang was able to
utilize personal contacts to set up
meetings.
The university tends to receive
50 students from mainland China
annually, and White felt his trip
alone will garner five to 10 new
students next year.
"Once they [international stu-
dents] go back home and talkabout
what a great year they had at Seattle
U, that will encourage more and
more to come," White said.
Whitealso stressed the relevance
of the university's location along the
Pacific Rim as why establishing
relationships with these regions-
particularly China and India—is
prudent.
"China and India are the num-
ber one and number two exporters
of studentsworldwide," White said.
He went on to state that the univer-
sity sent another representative to
India with the intent ofrecruiting
for the first time this year.
White acknowledged that as a
tuition dependent university, bud-
gets "live and die by enrollment,"
but made it obvious that this alone
is not why the university hopes to
gain international recognition.
"The main reason for us to bring
students into Seattle U from around
the world, or around the country
for that matter, is to create the best
educational dynamic for our stu-
dents because differentperspectives
from different countries will stretch
people's learning," White said.
Both White and Liang hold
fast to their belief in the university,
its values, and academic prestige.
"From this trip, we found that
many ofthe Midwest schools in the
U.S. are actively recruiting Chinese
students," said Liang. "For many
families and students, Seattle cer-
tainly is a very attractive place, and
Seattle U is a better school. But
they just don't know about SU. If
we do more work, we will for sure
recruit more students from China
soon."
Certainly this is
the first time that
someone in my
position has done it.
Jim White
VP of Enrollment
Many [...] schools
in the U.S. are
actively recruiting
Chinese students.
Kan Liang
History Professor
Isis can be reached at
alexands@seattleu.edu
Alternative platform presented
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
In the midst of the vice presi-
dential and presidential debates,
the third party often gets lost in
the crowdofclamoring voices. On
Seattle University's campus, the
Socialist Alternative hopes to rise
above the din.
Known for radically leftist
causes and activism, the Socialist
Alternative works to promote so-
cialism through a free exchange of
ideas. The group is part ofa larger
organization called the Committee
for Workers International, CWI,
with groups in over 32 countries.
"I liked the fact that there was
a healthy combination of theory
and practice. It wasn't just a study
group; we found a practical way to
put things into action," said Travis
Dandy, a volunteer who has been
working with the group for about
five months.
Students at Seattle University
might be familiar with the Socialist
Alternative, as they frequently set
up booths in Pigott and Cherry
Street Market to raise awareness for
their causes. They also host meet-
ings, where question and answer
sessions are typical.
"Most of the people who show
up [...] want real answers to our
world's problems—not the su-
perficial solutions promoted by
the Republican and Democratic
parties,"said Ramy Khalil, one
of the members of the Socialist
Alternative.
Last Wednesday die group held
a meeting that was initially going
to be concerned with the case for
voting for Ralph Nader instead of
Barack Obama, but because ofthe
recent financial crisis, the focus of
the meeting was changed, and re-
dubbed "Capitalism Fails." Roughly
35 people attended die event.
"We think that that $700 bil-
lion shouldn't just go towards bail-
ing out diese big banks and com-
panies diat have been involved in
risky loans and investments," Khalil
said.
Khalil, the main speaker at
"Capitalism Fails," has been in-
volved witii activist groups for 14
years and hasbeen widi die Socialist
Alternative for 12 years. .
"A lot ofpeople think diat so-
cialism is a nice idea in theory but
that it can't work in practice, but
[...] there's no reason we couldn't
have socialist programs. There's
no reason why we couldn't have a
universal healthcare system," Khalil
said.
On Wednesday, October 08, a
meeting will be held in Wyckoff
Auditorium at 7:00 p.m., titled
"Crisis in the MiddleEast."
Ayisha Zaki, an activist from
Lebanon, will discuss U.S. foreign
policyand its affect on the Middle
East.
"At a very young age I started
questioning society as a whole,"
Zaki said. "I was always searching
for a movement to be part of."
Ayisha has organizedprotests of
aggression against the occupation
ofAfghanistan, Iraq, Palestine and
her native Lebanon. She witnessed
the effects ofdie U.S.-backed Israeli
war with Lebanon in 2006.
"I diink it's exciting that she'son
this national speaking tour because
in the corporate media you never
really hear how U.S. foreign policy
affects the ordinary impoverished
people over there," Khalil said.
"She can talk with people firsthand
about corporate globalization and
the U.S. occupation of Iraq and
Afghanistan."
Both Zaki and Khalil are hope-
ful for a large turnout.
"It's important for anyone to
come; people, students, anyone
who wants to know how [the
American] regime is affecting an-
other part of the world, not just
their own lives," said Zaki.
Khalil believes this international
speaker will provide unique insights
for students and those looking for
new perspectives and ways to be-
come involved.
"Come and consider fighting
for a better future, a better world
and a socialist world," he said.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
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Specs of the week
SU aiming to have
every student vote
Has Seattle U President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. asked you
if you're registered to vote lately?
If he has, you're not alone.
Sundborg was inspired to have
every student registered to vote by
a play about voter indifference,
titled "The Unßegistered," that
was performed at the Lee Center
for the Arts this past weekend, ac-
cording to a statement.
Registration tables, flyers and
a little in-person persuasion were
used last week to encourage stu-
dents to register to vote before the
Oct. 4 deadline.
Areview of"The Unßegistered"
can be read in this issue's Arts and
Entertainment section.
Humanitarian award
finalists selected by SU
Three finalists have been se-
lected by a Seattle U jury for a
faith-based humanitarian award
with a prize of$1 million.
Finalists Krishnammal
Jagannathan, Michael Woodard
and Marguerite Barankitse were
chosen for their humanitar-
ian work for the Opus Prize,
which will be awarded at a cer-
emony hosted by Seattle U. Two
$100, WO prizes will be given to
the finalists who don't win the $ 1
million award.
The Opus Prize Foundation is
a private, independent organiza-
tion that has been awarding its
prize in partnership with univer-
sities since 2004.
Students Emily Griffin, Matt
Lyons and Tuseef Chaudhry vis-
ited the finalists over the summer,
according to Nathan Furukawa, a
student involved in planning for
the Opus Prize ceremony. The
finalists operate foundations in
Nicaragua, Burundi and India.
The Opus Prize will be award-
ed Nov. 18 at Benaroya Hall.
Tickets are available now.
E-mail-blocking 'bad
word list' removed
A list of bad words compiled
in order to block spam e-mails
from reaching university inboxes
has been removed, following a
story calling attention to it in last
week's Spectator.
University officials asked the
Office ofInformationTechnology
several years ago to block e-mails
coming from external domains
that containedany of40 offensive
words. The result: One word in an
e-mail could prevent it from ever
reaching its destination.
The list, however, was begin-
ning to show its age, according
to OIT network administrators.
Seattle U upgraded to a much
more sophisticated anti-spam
program called Barracuda more
than two years ago.
"We just realized that
Barracuda is a more effective way
ofrooting out spam e-mails," said
Robert Dullea, vice president for
university planning, of why the
university removed the list. "This
spam list probably served a pur-
pose a few years ago, but now it's
not necessary."
Several tests conducted by the
Spectator confirmed the bad word
list has been removed.
Parking spaces around
SU could be even scarcer
Changes proposed to Seattle's
residential parking regulations
could make it more difficult for
Seattle U commuters to find
parking spaces, according to a
city spokesperson.
The Residential Parking Zone,
RPZ, program is used by the city
to discourage non-residents from
parking long-term in residential
neighborhoods bordering major
institutions. Drivers parking in
these RPZ areas are required to
have a permit to park on the street
for more than a couple ofhours.
Permits are given only to residents
ofthe area.
Proposed changes would
limit the number of permits
given out to students and other
residents living in these areas, as
well as increase the cost of
permits.
Commuting students, faculty
and staff who park in residen-
tial parking zones over the time
limitwithout a permit would face
stricter enforcement under the
proposed policy change.
The Seattle Department of
Transportation is seeking feed-
back from students on the pro-
posed changes. Send comments
to marycatherine.synder@seattle.
gov or call 684-8110.
Capital campaign already
close to earning challenge
grant
Seattle Us capital campaign is
more than halfway to earning a
large challenge grant for library
renovations—just 15 days after
the university announced the
challenge.
The Kresge Foundation, a
grant maker started by K-Mart
founder Sebastian Kresge, will
give the university $750,000
if it raises $1.8 million in sup-
pott of the Lemieux Library and
McGoldrick Learning Commons
project by June 30.
Since the universityannounced
the Kresge Foundation Challenge
Grant Sept. 23, $1.2 million has
been raised toward the $1.8 mil-
lion requirement, according to
Jim Hembree, a university senior
development officer.
"We are confident," he said,
"that we can meet the challenge
by the [...] deadline."
Any questions, comments or
news tips can be sent to
spectator@seattleu.edu.
College of Nursing gets new
dean, international leadership
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
Despite being thousands of
miles away from home, the new
dean for the College of Nursing,
Azita Emami, already feels com-
fortable at Seattle U.
"The atmosphere here is open
and familiar" said Emami, who
began serving as the new dean
on Sept. 1. "You feel a sense of
belonging."
Emami is originally from Iran
but moved to Sweden in 1987
after conflict from the Islamic
Revolution became too severe.
She decided Iran was not where
she wanted to raise a family.
The alternative: Sweden.
It is here where Emami be-
gan her career as a nurse, attend-
ing Karolinska Institute, KI, in
Stockholm—a major medical
science center of the world and
the university that awards Nobel
Peace Prizes in the area of health
sciences.
She received her nursing and
teaching credentials and gained a
bachelor ofscience in transcultural
nursing at the institute.
She then moved on to earn a
doctorate in medical science, an
umbrella doctorate for all health
sciences. Emami also spent eight
months at the University of
California, San Francisco with
a scholarship program. Upon
finishing her education she be-
came a senior lecturer at KI and
then the head of the nursing
program.
Her research over the years has
primarily focused on marginalized
groups, ethnic minorities and the
elderly.
Colleagues at the College of
Nursing are excited about her ea-
gerness to take the lead.
"Her leadership style is very
consistent with our values" said
Debra Stauffer, assistant dean
for undergraduate studies for the
College of Nursing. "We are ex-
cited to have someone of her
caliber."
Emami understands the uni-
versity—specifically the College
ofNursing, has been growing fast.
Creating conditions that put stu-
dents and faculty at ease despite
the growth is one of her primary
goals as dean. She also intends to
uphold the reputation of the col-
lege, one she knows stands for aca-
demic excellence.
"My ambition is to gather the
ideas and thoughts of faculty and
staff and to identify their priority
areas," Emami said. "I would like
to build up the good reputation
and good work my colleagues have
done here."
As far as moving to a new place
is concerned, Emami is ready for
the challenge. Traveling around the
world is a hobby of hers. Her fa-
vorite place: South America. While
she may not speak Spanish fluently
she does speak languages, includ-
ing Farsi and Swedish.
"Sweden stands far from the
political view ofthe U.5.," Emami
said. However, she added, "If
you want to work somewhere in
the U.S., Seattle U is the perfect
place."
My ambition is to
gather the ideas
and thoughts of
faculty and staff.
Azita Emami
College of Nursing Dean
She also intends to
uphold the reputation
of the college.
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
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Seeking Part-Time Nanny
Stay at home mother looking to hire a
nanny starting around the Ist of Novem-
ber! We have a 5 year old boy, 3 1/2
year old girl and are expecting our 3rd
around Thanksgiving. Hoping to find
somebody to:
. Come weekday afternoons
. 20 hours/week
. Light child-related housework
Our 5 year old is in school most of the
day. We are easy to work with and have
happy, well-behaved children. We're
looking for a reliable, loving, energetic
nanny who has infant experience! We
live in Mount Baker neighborhood in Se-
attle. If you are interested, please email
me at mollv-bishop(g)comcast.net.
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Still using DSL?
On what, your
typewriter?
Sign up for Comcast High-Speed Internet
and save on download time.
• Surf the Web at lightning speeds. Download large files faster with Powerßoost®.
* Enjoy instant access to email, Video Mail, and digital photo albums through Comcast.net.
* Watch the latest video clips on our exclusive click-and-play feature, The Fan™ Video Player.
• Get spam blocking, spyware protection, and a Personal Firewall with McAfee® security software.
®
Comcast High-Speed Internet
Enjoy faster speeds today.
$0499
m mmmm per monthW until 2009
Call now 1-866-505-0539 /rhmrn^t
Log on to www-comcast.com/educationedge V3M +•
Offer ends 10/31/08, is only available in wired and serviceable areas in participating Comcast systems (and may not be transferred) and is limited to new residential customers who have not had service offered
in the past 60 days satisfying applicable eligibility criteria. Offer limited to Performance High-Speed Internet service. After the promotional period, or if any service is cancelled or downgraded, regular charges
apply. Comcast's current monthly service charges for Performance High-Speed Internet is $42.95 to $55.95 depending on area and additional services subscribed to, if any. Service subject to Comcast standard
terms and conditions. Prices shown do not include equipment and installation charges, taxes. May not be combined with other offers. High-Speed Service: Speed comparison between Comcast 6.0 Mbps service
and standard 1.5 DSL (downloads only). Powerßoost provides bursts of download and upload speeds for the first 10 MB and 5MBofa file, respectively. Many factors affect speed. Actual speeds vary and are not
guaranteed. Not all features, including McAfee, compatible with Macintosh systems. Cable modem required. Call for restrictions and complete details. ©2008 Comcast. All Rights Reserved.
features
Four years to life:
the oost of your diploma
What will you owe?
Displayed below is an estimated calculation of
the loan debt accrued by the average Wash,
state student for a four-year education.
Loan Balance: $18,040.00
Loan Interest Rate: 12.00%
Loan Fees: 0.00%
Loan Term: 10years
Monthly Loan Payment: $258.82
Number of Payments: 120
Cumulative Payments: $31,058.77
Total Interest Paid: $13,018.77
It is estimated that you will need an annual salary ofat
least $31,058.40 to be able to afford to repay this loan. This
estimate assumes that 10percent ofyour gross monthly in-
come will be devoted to repaying your student loans. This
corresponds to a debt-to-income ratio of0.6. If you use 15
percent ofyour gross monthly income to repay theloan, you
will need an annual salary ofonly $20,705.60, but you may
experience some financial difficulty. This corresponds to a
debt-to-income ratio of0.9.
*$18,040is the estimated average of loan debt acquired by a student
throughout college in 2008 according to projectstudentdebt.org
"Loan calculator and estimated annual salary figures from
finaid.org
Strugglingeconomy invokes questionable job market
Andrew Wilburn
Staff Writer
The recent decline in Wall
Street and the financial sector has
many students feeling anxious
about the economy. With many
students borrowing loans to cover
increasing tuition and living ex-
penses, the pressure to land a well-
paying job so loans can be paid
off is rising.
However the job market may
not be as bleak as the current
economy indicates.
"It's the perfect time to be in
school," says Vincent Delaurenti,
a junior finance and accounting
major, predicting he won't gradu-
ate for another two years because
of his double major.
Students like Delaurenti feel
that in an uncertain job market
there is no better place to be
than in the classroom while the
economy struggles to right itself.
This optimism is echoed by Joe
Phillips, dean of the Albers School
of Business and Economics.
According to Phillips, freshman
and sophomores are at an advan-
tageous position since they will
not be entering the job market
for several years while junior and
seniors have little time to ride out
the economic cycle.
"College students have to get
after it," Phillips says, who recom-
mends business students seeking
information about careers should
check out the Albers Placement
Center in the Pigott Building.
The Albers Placement Center of-
fers students information about
internships and career opportu-
nities. Even in a time of reces-
sion, part-time job opportunities
are still available and companies
will be hiring college graduates,
according to Phillips.
Gayatri Eassey, associate direc-
tor of external relations in Career
Services, feels the same about the
availability of jobs.
"We get daily calls from com-
panies looking for students,"
Eassey says.
Career Services is located in
the Student Center Pavilion and
offers undergraduates, gradu-
ates and alumni information re-
garding internships and career
opportunities.
Eassey's optimism stems from a
Seattle economy that has seen job
growth during a time ofrecession.
Though the job growth doesn't
offset the job loss, it has prevented
Seattle from experiencing a severe
economic downturn.
However, students are temper-
ing this optimism with their own
concerns about the job market.
Brian Yadao, a senior finance and
business economics major, has
been watching the economy since
last year when troubles began to
surface. As a finance major,Yadaos
concerns are greater than most,
since the finance sector has taken
a severe hit in the economy.
This year Yadao took the time
to prepare himself for the job
market by making himself more
marketable to companies. His
strategy includes taking on sum-
mer internships and picking up a
second major, a common practice
among business students.
"Internships are important be-
cause they show companies you
are experienced and willing to
work," Yadao says.
Both Delaurenti and Yadao
expressed the importance of in-
ternships and said it is possible
for juniors to receive a job offer
at the end of their internships.
Eassey explained that even in a
time of recession, companies are
still looking to student interns,
and though it may seem counter-
intuitive, thete is a highei demand
for internships in a recession.
Eassey also went on to mention
that in a recession, companies are
looking to avoid risks and student
interns allow companies to do so
by hiring an inexpensive source
oflabor.
Job experience is vital so in-
ternships and part-time jobs are
solid resume builders for students,
according to Eassey.
"Get into the job market be-
fore you need a job," he says.
Eassey also says that in the
past recruiters have hired Seattle
U graduates and have been im-
pressed by their quality. Now,
businesses are actively seeking out
Seattle U students for jobs.
Andrew can be contacted at
wilbuma@seattJeu.edu
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What is the crisis?
Angelo Carosio
Staff Writer
"Entire economy is in danger,"
read the front page of the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer Sept. 25, quoting
GeorgeW. Bush. Five days later the
headlineread "Economy in shock,"
in response to the 700 point drop
in the DOW Jones Industrial
Average that occurred the day be-
fore. The next day, a headline in the
Wall Street Journalreferred to this
meltdown as "the worst financial
crisis since die Great Depression,"
and die United States government
began talking about using 700 bil-
lion dollarsofdie taxpayers' money
to "fix" die problem.
But what is the problem,
exacdy?
Much like die great depression
of the 19305, there are many fac-
tors that have lead to this economic
downturn. However, it largely boils
down to one overarching issue:
credit. People are spending more
money than they have, and banks
are losing money when people can't
pay their loans back. In die '30s it
was largely credit used to buy con-
sumer goods and cars that caused
the problem; this time it's home
ownership.
According to an article in the
New York Times, between 2000
and 2006, homeprices rose fairly
sharply every year. Because of this,
the demand for mortgage backed
securities —a kind of investment
diatrelies on multiple mortgages—
increased greatly. Small banks were
encouraged to create as many loans
as possible, even if it meant giving
loans to people who might not be
able to pay for them.
"[The loan originators] start-
ed lowering their requirements
for loans. They didn't require 20
percent down. They didn't verify
people's income. They took peo-
ples word for how much income
they earned, even though they
weren't earning that income," said
Fred DeKay, associate professor of
Economics. "The people were will-
ing to lie, because they wanted to
get into diat house."
The risk for die bank itselfwas
very little—after originating the
loans diey would dien sell them to
a larger bank or mortgage firm like
Freddie Mac who would use them
to create those mortgage-backed
securities. On die other hand, the
people getting the loans assumed
that their house would rise in price
and they could refinance if they
started not being able to make their
monthly payments.
"Some ofthese people got loans
fidlyknowing that diey wouldn't be
able topay for them right now, but
optimistically thinking they would
be able to pay for them in the fu-
ture because their incomes would
rise or they could sell it back in a
few years for more than diey paid
for it." DeKay said.
The prices didn't go up. Once
the housing bubble popped in
late 2007, people were sitting on
mortgages that were worth a whole
lot more than their house and the
idea of refinancing to get a lower
monthly payment went out the
window. People started defaulting
on their loans and the big banks
and firms who bought up these
loans started seeing a much lower
rate ofreturn on their investments
than they were expecting. These
banks started to fail and since
August 2007 there have been 15
bank failures, including Seattle's
own Washington Mutual.
Since all ofthese failures create
stress among investors, the stock
market is at risk ofa sharp decline.
The government's solution to this
risk is the "Emergency Economic
Stabilization Act of 2008." The
bill, which was signed into law on
Friday, is commonly referred to as
a "bailout" of the United States fi-
nancial system. The purpose of the
bill is to purchase these bad mort-
gages from the large banks, essen-
tially saving them from failure and
hopefully restoring investors' faith
in credit markets. While it may
seem like a necessary step to take,
it was a hot issue in Washington.
"Democrats and Republicans
in Congress have legitimate con-
cerns about it. I know many
Americans share these concerns,"
said Sen. Barack Obama at a rally
in Michigan, "but it is clear that
this is what we must do right now
to prevent a crisis from turning into
a catastrophe."
While this crisis is extremely
large and complex, it shouldn't af-
fect the credit ofan average college
student. Banks will still be itching
to give out credit cards, and people
who have the financial resources
to buy a house will still be able to.
What should change withall of this
is how careful banks are aboutlend-
ing money. They simply can't afford
to make the same mistakes again.
"You're still going to get access
to credit, just not as easily," DeKay
said.
The preceding story is a news
analysis.
Angeb can be contacted at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
www.collegeboard.com
The graph depicts the increase in the amount of private and non-federal loans over the past 10 years.
Moments infinancial crisis
March - Bear Sterns "Bailout"
June - Total government spending on
crisis tops 1 trillion
July 11 - Indymac Bank closes
August 29 - Ameribank closes
September 9 - Fannie Mae / Freddie
Mac "Bailout"
September 25 - WaMu closes
September 16 - AIG (American
International Group) "Bailout"
September 29 - House rejects the
bailout bill
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'Zaw brings organic take and bake to Capitol Hill
Veronica Martin
Staff Writer
Now that 'Zaw has arrived on
Capitol Hill, there is no need to
venture into Seattle's bleakOctober
weather when the craving for a
gourmet pizza strikes. With a 'Zaw
pizza, the customer can get the smell
offresh cheese, tomatoes, herbs and
dough browning in the oven can be
right in their own home.
Less than three weeks old, 'Zaw,
"artisan pizza in the raw," is the
newest addition to Capitol Hill's
extensive pizza scene. The bake-
at-home pizza market is not large,
but 'Zaw's pies are decidedly more
appetizing—even in their uncooked
form—than others in the take-and-
bake business.
Compared widi other establish-
ments in Capitol Hill's current piz-
zeria landscape, 'Zaw is definitely
the optimistic younger sibling.
Though a far cry from die envel-
oping atmosphere ofVia Tribunali,
the bright, clean lines of Pagliacci's
or the roomy interior ofPiecora's,
'Zaw's character is still stylish and
attractive. The store's interior fea-
tures hand-fired tiles, a salvaged
bench from the Kingdome, rescued
employee lockers from Hamilton
Middle School and even a green
wall widi living herbs.
The pizzas are assembled when
ordered either by phone or e-mail
before being wrapped tightly in
plasticand refrigerated until picked
up or delivered. Ten minutes in the
oven (depending on the size of the
'zaw) yields a soft crust and sim-
mering sauce, lightly browned and
ready to be sliced. Baking pans or
pizza stones are uncalled for. The
'zaw slides conveniently off of its
cardboard tray—along with the
baking paper—and straight onto
the oven rack.
The full sized 'zaws for two to
three people are priced from $16
to $19 but are available in the
smaller appeti 'zaw size for $3 less.
The flavors range from classics
such as "Formaggio the IV" to the
more inventive "Vietzawm," based
on the traditional Vietnamese ba-
guette. The choices continue with
the appeti 'zaws, from $10 to $15,
in lighter flavors like "The Anne
of Green Apples," complete with
Granny Smitii apples, brie, roasted
garlic and pine nuts. Each 'zaw—
appeti and otherwise—is available
with crusts made from traditional,
whole wheat or gluten-free Bob's
Red Mill flours. Customers can also
choose from a selection ofsix salads
ranging in price from $7 to $8.
Co-owned by two friends who
share the same first name, Greg
Scott and Greg Wiring's 'Zaw is a
product that developed from grow-
ing up in food-loving families.
"This is how we cook at home,"
Scott said. "Eating pizza can also
mean eating well."
It can also mean drinking well.
An entire wall in the restaurant is
dedicated to West Coast wines, lo-
cal beers and Jones Soda.
Scott andWaring worked exten-
sively with the vendors to match
their products with each type of
'zaw, the results ofwhich are listed
after each menu item.
Scott andWaring arecommitted
to living a healthy lifestyle, which
also means advocating for environ-
mentally sustainablehabits and eat-
ing locally.
"Our ingredients are never fro-
zen," Scott said.
According to 'Zaw's website,
the ingredients come from local
merchants who promote sustain-
able practices, and 'Zaw takes a
lot of pride" in being choosy over
where they get their raw materials.
Pizzas are delivered only by bicycle,
and 'Zaw even installed showers in
employee restrooms to encour-
age an environmentally friendly
commute.
I decided the best way to judge
'Zaw in light of their baked-on-
site counterparts was to order the
simple classic: The Marg & Rita,
'Zaw's take on the essential Italian
classic. The pizza came tightly
wrapped in its signature plastic—no
pizza boxes here—the small, halved
cherry tomatoes are nestled in a bed
ofshredded parmesan and mozza-
rella cheese. For variety, I also tried
the Herb's Garden, an appeti 'zaw
topped widi fresh herbs, asiago and
parmesan cheese.
After abouteight minutes in die
oven—baked separately as the bak-
ing directions explicitly state so as
not to meld the flavors—the room
was filled with the familiar smell of
fresh pizza, usually found only in
a pizzeria.
Though it lacked the depth of
flavor that comes from wood-fired
ovens and adequately hot pizza
stones, the 'zaw thankfully did not
leave a detestable triangle of grease
glistening on the plate. Ratio of
cheese to dough to vegetable and
herb was precise, but ifyou're look-
ing for a chef with a heavy hand
when it comes to toppings, 'Zaw's
pizza may be a little disappointing.
The ingredients however were in-
deed fresh, and the tomatoes both
flavorful and aromatic, a true test
of quality.
'Zaw is decent when compared
with its more established baked-on-
site competition, but shines in the
market of bake-at-home pizza. Still
in the first weeks of business, 'Zaw
is on the radar as one to watch in
the Seattle pizza arena.
Hours:
Monday-Friday: 3-9 p.m.
Weekends: 1-9p.m.
Bike delivery: 4:30-9 p.m.
Locations:
1424 E. Pine St.
Coming soon:
South Lake Union: 434 Yale Ave. N.
Ballard: 5458 Leary Ave. N.W.
Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu.
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Greg Waring and his employees proudly display one of their 'zaws at their location on 15th and Pine.
Garrett Mukai TheSpectator
The Marg and Rita 'zaw gives a new take on a classic pizza dish.
The Writer's Life: Using yourself as the source
Sharon Cumberland
Guest Writer
Young writers write about them-
selves—that's just a fact. Not only
do young writers have a lot to say
about their experience, but many
genres depend on self-revelation—
memoirs, autobiographies, lyric
poetry, "roman a clef" (that's the
kind of fiction that can get you a
libel suit). So how do you use your
life as a source without making your
parents stop paying your tuition or
causing your friends to hate you?
Age aside, everyone uses their
own experience as a major resource
in their writing. Nothing else is
possible: Your writing comes out of
your own head. It reveals your point
of view, your value system, your
range of experience—this is where
your parents get nervous—and your
fantasies (this is where the rest of the
world gets nervous). A good reader
will not a'ssAime, 'thVaufrior'is ,'tlie
same person as the protagonist of
a novel or the persona of a poem,
though scholars find fruitful mate-
rial in drawing those relationships.
Nevertheless, you couldn't have
thought it up if it wasn't real on
some level; you are what you write.
So here are a couple of tips on
how to write what you want with-
out alienating anyone. First and
most obvious: Don't show your
work to anyone who will be hurt
or offended by it. My own life is an
example. As I began to publish po-
etry, I Mifjtiy pafertrs'the journal's
or literary magazines that contained
my work. "This is number 25!" my
dad would say to his friends, when
in fact it was number 33. I simply
neversent myparents the magazines
containing poems that dealt with
things that would hurt their feel-
ings. My parents didn't read Beloit
Poetry Journal, The Laurel Review
or Poet Lore. Neither do anyof their
friends.
You are probably many years
away from having something in
The New Yorker where your par-
ents or friends might see it—so you
can publish wherever you like. Just
make sure you show it to whoever
is appropriate. Of course, ifyou are
so eager to show your work to your
parents or friends that you don't care
if they get mad at you, then your
problem is not about writing, but
about judgment.
The second tip for using your-
self as your source without alienat-
ing anyone: Set yourwork'ih fifth
century China. Or change the sex
of the characters. Or make everyone
a rabbit or a dog. Your mom will
have a hard time recognizing herself
as a Martian lost in the Andromeda
Galaxy. The only time this strategy
can get you into trouble is ifyou're
too literal. Most libel cases against
writers come when the author places
the nasty boss on the same street in
the same office building as the real
nasty boss. When your real mom
says "You betcha!" andyour martian
mom says "00-bet-cha!," it's called
failure of the imagination.
I can hear you memoirists out
there saying, "So what are we sup-
posed to do? We have to write about
ourselves!" True, but what you have
going for you is the long learning
and publication process. Getting to
the publication level gives you quite
a few years to prepare the ground.
Your job is not only to tell the story
in a compelling way but to prepare
the world for die story. WHat kind
ofrelationship building do you need
to do? What issues do you need to
confront in real life you're confront-
ing in your memoir?
Here's a compelling case in
point: Warren Read—who is read-
ing on campus Oct. 23 at 4 p.m. in
the WyckoffAuditorium—wrote a
memoir titled The Lyncher in Me
when he discovered his great-grand-
father participated in the lynching
ofthree black men in 1920. How do
you reconcile who you are with who
your ancestors were? How do you
make peace with the descendants of
the people your ancestors wronged?
Warren Read makes his confession
in his title: He had to ferret out his
own racism to come to terms with
"the sins of the fathers." Ifusing your
life as a source for writing is on your
mind, come hearWarren Read. And
ask him how he did it.
Nothing else is
possible: Your
writing comes out
of your own head.
Sharon Cumberland can be
reached atslc@seattleuedti' ■'
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The band s setdrew heav-
ily from "Endalaust,"
though most of the big
crowd pleasers through-
out the night were culled from
their back catalog such as "Ny
Batteri" from "Agjetis Byrjun" and
"Njosnavelin" off "()."
Sigur Ros live evokes a
kind of catharsis that no
other act in the musical
world can match.
The defining moment of the
evening, however, came straight
off "Endalaust." In a move only
a group as unpredictable and ac-
complished as Sigur Ros could
manage, the band closed their
first set with an inspired perfor-
mance of "Endalaust" opener
"Gobbledigook," and they brought
out all the members of the open-
ing band—fellow Icelandic act
Parachutes—to assist them. Four
of the Parachutes played colorful
drums in marching band style
behind Birgisson as he strummed
the tune's call-and-response guitar
line and sang, and the other four
Parachutes showered the crowd
with confetti from oversized
champagne poppers during the
song's soaring climax. The look
on every face in the audience was
one ofpure bliss; it was impossible
to be unhappy during their per-
formance, and everyone acknowl-
edged this fact.
Following a briefreprieve after
"Gobbledigook," the band retook
the stage for a short encore ofolder
classics. They ended the concert
with an extended version of "()"
closer "Popplagid" that breached
the 15-minute mark and it was
breathtaking to behold. Birgisson
shredded his bow to ribbons, and
discarded it altogether as the song
exploded into its astounding con-
clusion. As the group's amplifiers
roared with distortion, Birgisson
shouted guttural cries into the
crowd, and almost knocked out an
audience member in the front row
with his microphone stand.
The crowd kept cheering for
minutes after the amps had fed
back to silence, and the band
came back on stage, but only to
take a bow and thank everyone
for coming to the show. Everyone
walked away stunned and amazed
at what they had beheld; tears
streaked down the cheeks ofsome
ofthe more diehard fans, but most
people were justleft with a perma-
nent smile on their face. In spite
oftheir moodiness, Sigur Ros live
evokes a kind of catharsis that no
other act in the musical world can
match. Watching themperform is
like floating in a morphine cloud;
time slows down and everything
oozes together into a magical blob
ofjoy that no person is capable of
resisting.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu .
CourtesySigur R6s
Sigur Ros combines orchestral elements with emotionally charged melodies to create sprawling, glacially paced neo-classical music.
Election cabaret cautions against being 'UnRegistered
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
Whether McCain or Obama
wins the vote in November, the
youth demographic is driving the
upcoming election. According to
"The Unßegistered: A 2008 Election
Cabaret," everyone else is old news.
But students should not let
the pressure get to them. "The
Unßegistered" stressed the fact that
in 2008, young adults have the
power to change America without
degrading themselves. All they have
to do is register.
Seattle University students in
collaboration with Seattle's DXM
Theater produced the cabaret "The
Unßegistered" to spotlight the im-
portance ofvoting this November.
The cabaret was community theater
at its best, highlighted by an unpre-
tentious cast of actors and over the
top direction.
The project began last spring
when students went on a mission
to discover what makes locals tick
politically. They searched die Central
District in hopes of interviewing lo-
cals with opinions on politics, and
the results they uncovered were
many and varied.
Some were eager to discuss the
upcoming elections. Others, how-
ever, cringed at the question of
"personal political views." DXM
and Seattle U then put these local
opinions into theatrical form.
Thepiece was co-directed by Jack
Bentz, S.J., who upon introducing
die show decided to divulge he would
be voting for an Obama-Biden ticket
come November.Bentz then quickly
indicated "The Unßegistered" was
completely nonpartisan. For the
most part his claimproved accurate,
though it was "nonpartisan" in a left-
leaning Seattle fashion.
Voices of every day people—
as well as Seattle U leaders and
American immigrants—were chan-
neled through the cast of student
actors and DXM Theater members
in a pleasantly non sequitur way.
"The Unßegistered" took the audi-
ence through various scenes at local
hangouts sought to highlight an
overall growing frustration with the
American political life.
"I hope there will be change,"
said one actor depicting an intervie-
wee in the show. "I hope that some-
day politics will be about truth," said
another.
The necessity of the youth vote
was demonstrated with a smart
combination of political satire and
overwhelming sex appeal. Dressed
in a skimpy black dress, a represen-
tative of the 20 to 25 age bracket
made her way down a set of long
stairs to be greeted by afan. Her hair
blew in the wind beneath dark red
lighting on stage while a deep-voiced
announcer appealed to the mysteri-
ous demographic of20-something
voters.
The apathy of young people
toward understanding issues was
represented with artistic fervor. The
cabaret insisted time and again that
youth need to register, and they need
to vote with pride.
"The youth will be the country
next and they need to use their voice
now," Bentz said. He urged young
voters to get a feel for the experience
and to talk about politics with other
people.
In the lobby of the Lee Center
representatives were present with
fresh voter registration forms.
There was a full house every night
of its three-day run [October 2-4].
According toBentz, filling the house
was not a problem at all.
"Community theater starts by
asking the community what is im-
portant to themand then writing a
production from there," Bentz said,
"so of course lots of people come to
aplay that is about things important
to them."
In spite of its title, "The
Un Registered" delivered its politi-
cal message without being pushy
or subversive. Its message was clear:
the 2008 election is a hugely im-
portant one. In the eyes of "The
Unßegistered," those who fit the
cabarets title are likely going to be
left in the dust after the November
election.
Young adults have
the power to change
America without
degrading themselves.
The youth will be the
country next and
they need to use
their voice now.
Jack Bentz
Co-director
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey TheSpectator
Katie Sweezy contributed work to 'The Unßegistered" photo gallery.
Sigur Rós play 'endlessly' for Seattle fan base
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D-l season brings D-l competition
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
The Redhawk'smove to Division
I had some predicting years oflos-
ing records. But halfway into their
seasons, several teams aren't com-
plaining about the competition.
Seattle U's soccer, tennis, volley-
ball, golfand cross country athletes
are the first to break into Division
I this fall—and the first to see the
competition. Midseason, both
soccer teams have winning records
with six wins each.
From the onset of the season,
assistant men's and women's soccer
coach Aaron Hyde felt confident in
the abilities of his athletes.
"We played tough teams in
Division II last year," Hyde said.
"We're not looking at the games
we're playing this year and think-
ing we are the underdogs."
According to Hyde, the soccer
athletes returned this summer fit
and ready to compete even though
they did not train differently than
in years past.
"The players have always had
high expectations of themselves,"
he said.
Student-athletes and coaches
said the main difference between
D-II and D-I competition is the
quality of individual athletes.
"As you go up in division, the
athleticism of the players increases,"
Hyde said, "and our players came in
already in incredible shape."
The men's soccer team's 1-2 loss
to Cal State Bakersfield brought its
record to 6-2-1. The women's team
is 6-2-3 and all three ties went into
overtime.
In the first diree weeks of their
season, the team played six op-
ponents ranked in the top 25 in
the nation. Midseason, the team
has three wins and 14 losses, and
lost to national championship
contenders like the University of
Washington, University ofOregon
and University of California-San
Diego and Los Angeles. Women's
volleyball head coach Shannon
Ellis described this year as a devel-
opmental season.
"We have very specific goals for
our team," she said. "Those goals
are not necessarily dependent on
whether we win or lose."
"We are facing adversity, butwe
are doing it together," Ellis said.
"Last year we were devastated by
injury, and we are still feeling the
effects of that."
Ellis anticipates the volleyball
team to come back stronger in sea-
sons to come.
"It's exciting," she said, "and we
are learning something in every
game."
The attitude of learning from
mistakes and losses translates to
the players as well.
"Every time I come to practice
I have a goal," said Libby Graff, se-
nior volleyball team captain, "and
I let my teammates know it is OK
to make mistakes"
Individual athletes in swim and
cross country have encountered
challenges adjusting to D-I compe-
tition. The men's and women's cross
country teams recently competedat
the Griak Invitational in Wisconsin,
where tiiey met die nation's premier
runners.
"We were racing against some of
the top cross country athletes in die
country, adiletes diat are headed for
the Olympics," said senior runner
Jen Hammon.
Top Seattle U finisher Katie
Hansen came in 62nd place with
a time of22:54 seconds.
"Athletes are bigger, faster and
stronger in D-I," Hammon said.
"It's not that we cannot be too, it's
just that it takes time."
Hansen added that in D-11, she
felt more competitive. She placed
in the top five at D-II nationals
last year.
"This year, those things are not
really realistic," Hansen said.
Athletes will not have die oppor-
tunity to compete in D-I national
championships. The exclusion is
due to a NCAA rule that prohibits
schools that change divisions from
postseason competition. In order
to hone their competitiveness and
raise the programs' standings or
rankings, wins remain important
in this time oftransition.
"We are still striving to be
the fastest we can be, like we al-
ways have," Hansen said. "I think
that five to 10 years down the
road, we are going to be far more
competitive."
Some upperclassmen student-
athletes enjoy the D-I competition,
but see the switch as a long-term
plan.
- "It's exciting for the newcomers,"
Hansen said, "but for the juniors
and seniors you have to know that
you're not going to be in the top
five and be OK with that. But, you
still have to push yourself."
The cross country team dem-
onstrated their ability to com-
pete at the D-I level on Saturday
at the Emerald City Open. They
won the team title for first place,
edging out competitors from the
University ofWashington, Seattle
Pacific University and Central
Washington University. Hansen fin-
ished third behind two University
ofWashington runners with a time
0f23:13.
Nick Cannata-Bowman and
Michael Van Nuland finished sev-
enth and nindi, with times of27:29
and 27:58, in the men's 8K race.
However, the D-I victories of
the soccer and cross country teams
left some athletes confident.
"I think that as an athletic pro-
gram we were ready to go D-I years
ago," Hammon said.
I think that as an
athletic program
we were ready to
go D-l years ago.
Jen Hammon
Senior Cross Country Runner
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu.
Women's soccer shuts out Eastern Washington 2-0
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
The Seattle University women's
soccer team earned the first home
win out ofany sport thisyear against
Eastern Washington University on
Sunday.
The Redhawks shut out the
Eastern Washington Eagles 2-0 in
front ofa crowd of455. The team's
win against the Eagles advanced
the Redhawk's record to 6-2-3. The
gameremained scorelessfor die first
half, but the Redhawks posted four
shots on goal in the first halfand six
in the second half. The Eagles only
posted one in the game.
"We dominated," said senior
Kahlyn Keilty-Lucas. "It was just a
matter of putting one in the back
of the net."
Keilty-Lucas scored her first goal
of the season with an assist from
junior Kate Edstrom. Junior M'ily
Reiter also scored her first goal of
the season with an assist from fresh-
man Kassandra Riozzi.
"It was the first game we played
to our potential," Reiter said.
"Everyone did what they needed to
do to get it done."
Head coach Julie Woodward said
one of the coaching staff's hopes
coming into the game was to have
more goals scored from outside po-
sitions. Both goals were scored by
forwards.
Another goal for the game was to
play a complete match. Woodward
said she believed her players ac-
complished that and played a full
90 minutes.
The Eagles had 26 substitutes
during the game, and the Redhawks
had seven.
The women's soccer team was
coming off back-to-back victories
last weekend in California, where
they defeated Fresno State and Cal
State Bakersfield. The women's soc-
cer team will be on the road for the
next five games and will return to
Championship Field Oct. 31 for
a Halloween rematch against Cal
State Bakersfield.
The Redhawks
posted 10 shots on
goal while the Eagles
only shot one.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Juniorforward JamieCoe boots theball up ChampionshipField while
guarding the ball from a.defender during Sunday's 2-0 victory.
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Countdown to the Key
Si 85H*| Until 01/09
Upcoming Events
Friday Oct. 10
Softball
University of Washington
Fall Tournament
Husky Softball Field
SU vs. UW
3:00 p.m.
Volleyball
Concordia (Ore.) vs. SU
7:00 p.m.
Connolly Center
Saturday Oct. 11
Softball
University of Washington
Fall Tournament
Husky Softball Field
SU vs. Western
Washington University
8:00a.m.
SU vs. Central
Washington University
1:00p.m.
Volleyball
Dig for the Cure Classic
Connolly Center
Bryant vs. N. Dakota
10:00am.
S. Dakota vs. SU
12:00 p.m.
S. Dakota vs. N. Dakota
3:30 p.m.
N. Dakota vs. SU
7:30 p.m.
Sunday Oct. 12
Softball
University of Washington
Fall Tournament
Husky Softball Field
SU vs. Simon Fraser (8.C.),
8:00 am.
SU vs. Western
Washington University
4:20 p.m.
Volleyball
Dig for the Cure Classic
Connolly Center
Bryant vs. South Dakota,
10:00am.
Bryant vs. SU
1:30 p.m.
Monday Oct. 13
Men's Soccer
SU vs. Seattle
Pacific University
7:00 p.m., Interbay Stadium
Tuesday Oct. 14
Men's Golf
University of Victoria
Tournament
Sequim, Wash,
Women's Golf
Western Washington
Invitational
Bellingham, Wash.
Sexuality lecture combines humor, props and responsibility
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Before Bob Hall agreed to give
his lecture, Nonviolent Sexuality:
How Not to GetRun Over by Your
Drive, Seattle University's student-
athletes had to agree to attend.
Bob Hall started his conflict ed-
ucation company, Learning to Live
With Conflict, in 1987. Since then,
he has spoken to students on more
than 800 campuses in 49 states and
Canada.
On Seattle University's campus,
resident assistants, the Peer Health
Action Team, Public Safety and
student-athleteswere required to at-
tend Hall's program. SEAC hosted
Hall for its Late Night Event, open
to all Seattle U students.
According to Deb Hinchey,
director of Health Promotion and
of the Peer Health Action Team,
e-mails were sent to other student
leader groups on campus encour-
aging them to attend Hall's talk.
Hinchey hoped these groups would
attend and influence others to at-
tend as well.
"The student-athletes have
the potential to influence a lot of
people," she said. "When others
see them in uniform they are vis-
ible role models."
Hall used humor to address
what constitutes consent, how to
handle "conflicts on the couch,"
sexual abuse and many other
avoided sex-related topics. He also
used a couch during his talk, and
asked for volunteers to demonstrate
what couch "cold wars" look like.
Later, he acknowledged everyone
has different sexual education back-
grounds and roused laughter from
the audience.
"When it comes to sex, we're not
all coming from the same place," he
said.
The straight-forward, no non-
sense format of Hall's talk made
for some uncomfortably slouched
viewers at first. Hall criticized me-
dia for confusing American youth
about sexuality.
"Sex depicted in the media
doesn't give us an idea of what it's
all about," he said.
Within minutes Hall had com-
pletely captivated his audience of
student-athletes.
"As an athlete on campus, it's like
living in a fishbowl," Hall said.
Erin Engelhardt, assistant ath-
letic director for academic perfor-
mance, believes Hall's lectures are
important for understanding and
support among student-athletes.
"Our teams are the best rep-
resentation of community on
campus, "she said.
Hall emphasized this point in
his lecture. He called upon student-
athletes to keep themselvesand their
teammates accountable.
"When you're a part of a team,
there is a temptation to lose yourself
in the group," Hall said.
After the lecture, freshman
swimmerHayley Cobb noticed the
reactions of fellow student-athletes
to the lecture.
"It was quite interesting to have
mixed genders in the room," said
Cobb.
Statistics show one in four wom-
en will experience sexual assault at
some point in their life. On Seattle
Us campus, there were seven sex of-
fenses reported between 2004 and
2007. However, Hinchey said less
than 5 percent of sex offenses are
reported.
"Fear silences them," Hinchey
said.
The Athletic Department ad-
ministers a NCAA program for
student-athletes called CHAMPS/
Life Skills. It focuses on five main
areas: athletic, personal, academic,
career development and service.
"We do our best to provide op-
portunities for educational life skills
off the court," Engelhardt said.
Engelhardt hopes Hall's lec-
ture will get people thinking and
will start a conversation among
students.
"I hope student-athletes think
more about not only the risks and
responsibilities they have, but about
taking care of each other as well,"
she said.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Bob Hall captivates student-athletes during his lecture Oct. 4.
New Hawks in the Nest:
Golf, tennis resurrected for D-l
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
Tennis teams have hit the
courts at Seattle University for
the first time in 28 years.
Head coach Mark Frisby was
hired for the men's and women's
team after compiling an impres-
sive coaching record at several
local high schools. Frisby spent
the majority of his time at Seattle
Preparatory School, where he led
the team to 12 state champion-
ships, 12metro-league champion-
ships and five district champion-
ships over 15 years.
■ Frisby already spent time at
Seattle U as both a student and
coach. He earned his bachelor-'s
degree in 1967 and returned to
receive his master's degree in edu-
cation in 1971. During his time
as a student he stood out on the
tennis team as the leading singles
player in 1961 and 1965. Frisby
led the team again but this time as
a coach, from 1969 to 1971 and
again from 1972 to 1973.
"I hope to begin to set the
tone ofbeing competitive," Frisby
said.
Practices for both the men's
and women's teams have started
but Frisby will make final cuts
mid-October.
Currently the men's team
consists of three sophomore and
junior transfers, two returning
Seattle U students and seven
freshmen. The women's team
consists ofeight freshmen and six
sophomores and juniors.
He notes that while it is dif-
ficult to start from scratch, there
has been a.great response from
alumni who are excited to see
tennis making a comeback. Frisby
hopes to build on the positive en-
ergy of these alumni and spread it
to the larger Seattle community.
He looks forward to this year as
an opportunity to build on the
team's assets and as a chance to
expand their recruiting base for
the future.
In addition to tennis, golf sea-
son is in full swing again at Seattle
University. The team is led by
head coach Don Rasmussen.
The teams consist of six men
and six women. Four freshman
and two returning Seattle U stu-
dents comprise the men's team.
There are four freshmen and two
transfer student-athletes on the
women's team. Rasmussen is con-
templating allowing a walk-on for
the men's team in the spring.
Both teams competed in tour-
naments already. The women's
team competed at a tournament
in Pullman, Wash, hosted by
Washington State University Sept.
15 and 16.
The men's team competed Sept.
23 and 24 in the Saint Martin's
Invitational in Olympia. They
traveled to Bellingham this week-
end, Sept. 26-27, for the Viking
Invitational hosted by Western
Washington University.
A big name in golf across the
Northwest, Rasmussen is a Class
A member of the Professional
Golfer's Association. He held the
position of assistant professional
at the University of Idaho Golf
Course in Moscow, Idahoand The
Falls GolfCourse in Woodinville,
Wash. He also worked as thedirec-
tor of instruction at Washington
National GolfClub and First Tee
of Olympia.
From 1994 to 2000
Rasmussen was the head coach at
the University of Idaho. During
his time at there, he developed
the Vandal Junior Golf Camp,
which allowed junior golfers to
have a camp experience when
they might not have been able to
afford it otherwise. He worked
to bring this program to a com-
petitive level within the Big Sky
and Big West conferences. Since
March of2006, Rasmussen was
also a golf instructor at First Tee
of Olympia, teaching golfers of
all ages while focusing on tour-
nament competition.
Rasmussen was also the head
coach at Tacoma Community
College since March 2005. At
Tacoma CC he led the women's
golfteam to the Northwest Athletic
Association of Community
Colleges championship in 2005.
Seattle U hired Rasmussen as head
coach in January 2008.
With the university's academic
credentials and the transitioning
program, Rasmussen believes
it is his best coaching opportu-
nity to date. This year he said he
hopes to focus on recruiting and
branding the program. He looks
to form strong community ties,
build contacts and return the
program to the regional promi-
nence it once had. The women's
team continues its regular season
Thursday and Friday at the Saint
Martin's University Invitational in
Olympia, Wash. The men's team
will compete in the University of
Victoria Tournament in Sequim,
Wash., on Oct. Band 14.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Men's soccer loses 2-1
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
Intermittent wind gusts and
sporadic rain made the men's soccer
game against Cal State Bakersfield
Saturday something like the weath-
er: hard to predict.
The Redhawks battled through
a rare home field advantage at
Championship Field, but at the
end of regulation, Cal State was
victorious, 2-1.
Seattle U seniorAndrew Kreiter
chipped in the first goal of the game
35 minutes, 18 seconds into the first
half, assisted by sophomore Wesley
Van Hooser. At the end of the first
half, Seattle U led one-to-nil.
In the first home gamefor men's
soccer since classes started, 241 fans
were in attendance, marking the
first half with warlike beats on a
large drum.
But in the second half, Cal State
came back to score two goals. The
first goal was headed in by Cal State
senior Towa Manda with an assist
by Matt Shaxton. Senior Manny
Guzman scored Cal State's second
goal-
At one point in the second pe-
riod, referee Scott Lawrence seemed
to reach a boiling point with Cal
State's Oscar Coppieters.Lawrence
began to shout only inches away
from his face but never issued any
penalties.
The Redhawks had a corner
kick opportunity with 45 seconds
remaining in regulation play, and
Seattle U was only feet away from
tying the game. But the ball was lost
in a scramble in the goalie box and
passed downfield to Cal State.
The win improved Cal State's
record to 3-10-0 and dropped
Seattle U to 6-3-1. Seattle U re-
hashes its Division II rivalry with
Seattle Pacific University Saturday
at Interbay Stadium.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu,
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Andrew Kreiter fends off a defender on route to Seattle U's only goal.
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When a student was mugged in the heart of campus under a
light in front of the Lemieux Library, it wasn't Public Safety who
failed him—it was his fellowstudents. Dozens ofBellarmine resi-
dents admitted to hearing screaming that evening, but only two
groups ofstudents bothered to respond to the situation.
Students can always be found around the area where the in-
cident occurred regardless of the time ofday. If it had not been
for Public Safety, the assault on the student might have escalated.
Perhaps more alarming than the mugging itself is the fact so few
people responded compared to the number ofpeople who knew
it was occurring.
Readers Digest ranked Seatde U as the one ofthe safest college
campus in the nation. Unfortunately, a number on a page in a
major publication is not an adequate safeguard against the kind
of incidents that can occur in a metropolis like Seatde. Accidents
happen and things go badly, and while Seattle U certainly feels
safe, it is still important to be aware of one's surroundings at all
times.
Accusations have been made against almost every party in-
volved on the night of the mugging, but no one person or group
is really to blame. Though it is horrible the incident eccurred, a
valuable lesson can be learned from the whole ordeal. Everyone at
Seatde U is responsible for keeping the campus safe. Ifsomeone
is in trouble, it is the responsibility ofothers present to do their
best to assist with the situation. Given the size of the campus,
Public Safety can respond to any incident within minutes of its
occurrence, but they first have to be made aware of the fact that
it is happening. Student complacency is what led the student to
be mugged, and nodiing else.
With such things happening on campus it is understandable
some students would feel uneasy, but no one should be afraid
to cross campus in light of the mugging. Public Safety has a re-
sponsibility to protect the students, and they strive to do the
best they can. In comparison to campuses like the University of
Washington's, Seattle U is a risk-free place to be.
This however does not mean that students should take for
granted the fact they live in a big city. Again, things go wrong
and accidents can happen to anyone, and it is imperative students
be aware of their surroundings at all times. No one can provide
personal safety better than themselves. Students need to avoid
putting themselves in incriminating or hazardous situations at
all costs.
Awareness is a key component. Everyone should be aware
of their surroundings at all times, but especially at night, alone.
Public Safety is responsible for informing students of the things
they can do on campus to stay safe or acquire assistance when it is
necessary, and presendy such accommodations are lacking. Seattle
U needs to increase its security measures on campus in order to
be proactive against future occurrences of similar instances of
violence. Lighting, easier to understand emergency posts, more
emergency posts and widespread knowledge of the Public Safety
contact information can all make campus safer. Public Safety
needs tokeep people from being insulated by false securities. The
only way thecampus can stay safe is ifeveryone does theirpart to
keep it that way. Everyone is responsible, regardless ofwhether or
not they are wearing blue Public Safety shirts.
The Spectator editorial opinion board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Matthew Martell and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Palin's charisma bandages McCain's campaign
JamesKicup
VbLnteerWrter
For the first time in eight
years, Americans had a chance last
Thursday to witness a vice presi-
dential debate that did not feature
as its main attraction Grandpa
Cheney snarling and harrumphing
Joe Lieberman or John Edwards
into submission.
Apparently, Americans prized
the opportunity as nearly 70 mil-
lion of them huddled around their
television sets to watch Governor
Sarah Palin and Senator Joe Biden
go head to head. These viewers
were filled variously with anxiety
or excitement, a palpable sense of
foreboding or eager anticipation.
I, for one, must admit that I
fell into the former category. As a
McCain supporter (and de facto
Palin cheerleader) dread, has be-
come my default emotional state.
For weeks leading up to the debate,
we have been told ad nauseam by
the high priests and priestesses
of "conventional wisdom," that
McCain—in picking his vice pres-
idential candidate—had thrown a
"Hail Mary pass of desperation"
and as a result had selected a
woman variously described as a
small-town simpleton, religious
wing-nut and perhaps most dev-
astatingly, a pretty face with an
empty head. While Palin briefly
toppled the temple of media in-
sight with her dazzling acceptance
speech at the Republican National
Convention, she did herself no
favors by appearing nervous, su-
perficial and, quite frankly, out of
her league in several subsequent
interviews.
Indeed, for the last few weeks
republicans and democrats alike
have pondered whether this wom-
an was capable ofbeing the leader
of the free world, let alone whether
she could successfully manage a
press conference. I stray into this
briefnarrative of the last few weeks
because it provides crucial context
for evaluating who won the debate
itself.
Having some personal experi-
ence with the activity ofdebate, I
can say with some confidence that
what occurs on those well-lit stages
is unlike what we consider to be
debate in practically any other
arena. It more readily resembles
an awkward conglomeration of
competing sound bytes, mixed
with infrequent attempts by the
candidates to engage opponent's
arguments. As a result, the vice
presidential debate is better judged
using political, rather than rhetori-
cal or logical, metrics. And quite
frankly, on this count, Palin was
in dominant form.
Instead ofdesperately attempt-
ing to imitate the gravitas of a
groomed Washington insider (the
downfall, in my opinion, ofher in-
terviews), she reclaimed the mantle
of a folksy, blue-collar American.
All those "gosh darns" and "hecks"
which undoubtedly grate on the
cosmopolitan instincts of Seattle
U students, actually appear to have
a great deal ofresonance in the less
"cultured" regions of our nation.
Furthermore, aside from the mis-
pronunciation ofa general's name,
she is widely considered to have
held her own with Biden. Polls
takenby both Fox and CNN show
that wide majorities believe Palin
exceeded expectations.
Like it or not, in contemporary
American politics this means far
more than any single argument
won by Palin or Biden. In politics
as in sports, "moral victories" do
exist. If our basketball team were
to play Duke this year and take the
game to overtime, we all know the
ultimate outcome would matter
far less than the fact that the little-
known team from a small Jesuit
school had blown away projections
and put a perennial powerhouse
on its heels.
Palin was supposed to be the
air-headed beauty pageant con-
testant who accidentally walked
onto the wrong stage. Instead,
she appeared to be what she is: an
intelligent and capable politician.
An upset, indeed.
Ironically, the responsibility
for this victory may be more ac-
curately attributed to Palin's de-
tractors than anything she did.
Just as another inarticulate gover-
nor was helped in the debates of
2000, Palin was undeniably aided
by the "expectations game." As a
result, the more viciously she was
attacked, the lower the bar she had
to leap over became.
Nonetheless, the pressure on
her to perform was monumental.
As the McCain campaign watched
their leads in Virginia, Florida and
Ohio shrink and then evaporate,
they knew a poor performance
by Palin would only confirm the
worst suspicions about her quali-
fications and thereby eviscerate
McCain's chances on Nov. 4.
Instead, by hearkening back to the
same display of competence and
charisma that invigorated a flag-
ging campaign early in September,
she may very well have stopped the
bleeding.
James Kilcup is a senior phi-
losophy major and the president of
the debate team/forensics club.
James can be contacted at
kilcupj@seattleu.edu
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opinion
Biden's composure outshines Palin's lipstick
Aerica Banks
Volunteer Writer
Praise shouldreally go toBidens and
Palins cradling staffs. The speech writers
and debate coaches successfully prepped
these politicians to avoid embarrassing
bouts offoot-in-mouth syndrome that
have often plagued their previous public
appearances.
But Senator JoeBiden gavea remark-
ably poised and uncharacteristically disci-
plined performance, marked by organized
listsofcritiques, goals andaccomplishments
supported by specific references and em-
phasized with passion.
GovernorSarah Palin, on the other
hand, dodged questionsand fritteredaway
herresponse time withslogans, catchphrases
and winks that illuminatedher ineptitude
in, and ignorance of, governmentaffairs—
albeitwitha confidencelacking inprevious
interviews.
Palin could not and cannot compete
with Bidens experience, knowledge and
on-camera ease. She didnteven try. At the
outset,she informedBiden and moderator
GwenIfill, "Imay notanswerthe questions
thateither the moderator or you want to
hear, but I'm going to talk straight to the
American people."
Talkingsttaight to theAmerican people
apparently involves referring to us as "Joe
Six-Pack" and "shout[ing] out" to third-
graders. But for aparty thatbanks onfeisty,
cheerleader-like aphorisms ("Drill, baby,
drill!") and beauty-pageant responses (LBlb
"Governor, you mentioned.. .yoursupport
for Israel." Palin: "Yes."),Palin delivered
The right has chalked this upas a vic-
tory;but even theyhaveadmitteditsaweak
one.Aside from incorrect name-dropping
(she referred to the leading American
commander inAfghanistan, Gen. David
D. McKieman,as "McQellan"twice) and
questionable use ofreligious idioms (She
commended JillBidens teaching career by
saying, "Her rewards in heaven, right'"),
Palin didnotmakeany serious fauxpas.
Nor did she make any substantive re-
sponses.Nevermindthe generaldirection-
lessand circuitousnatureofherremarks. As
WishingtonPost columnistHowardKurtz
put it, "She wasn't awfuL"
The clear triumph of this debate was
Joe Bidens presentation. Notorious for
impassioned and sometimes impetuous
comments to the press and on the Senate
floor, he struckafinebalance between inten-
sityand restraint by staying orgpnized and
keeping calm while being assertive when
necessary
He made a slight aside to Ifill regard-
ing Raliris answer-dodging ("Gwen, with
all due respect, I didn't heara plan."), and
eventually grew tired ofPaliris incessant
descriptionofherselfandJohn McCain as
"mavericks."
Some pundits foundBidensreferences
to specific legislation and budgets tedious
and alienating. Compared to Palins am-
biguous position on basically every issue,
specifically her faltering if not hypocriti-
cal comments on global warming, the
economy, market regulation and same-sex
couples, Bidens specificity providedrefresh-
ing direction to theconversation and clearly
ascertained thesincerityofhis investment in
the issues faring theAmerican people.
The pinnacle, though, was hisheartfelt
and emotionalrefutation ofRalins accusa-
tion ofbeing out oftouch withsinglepar-
ents and themiddle class. Grittinghis teeth
and chokingback thetears,Biden sharedhis
experience of growing up in an economi-
cally depressed area, as well as surviving his
wifeand daughters tragic deaths.
"Iunderstand [pause] what it's like for
rhose people sitting around the kitchen
table.And guess what?They're looking for
help."
With the experience and capabilities
ofrhe Democratic candidates established,
this debate did much to present a unified
political front for theObama-Biden ticket,
an aspect increasingly important as media
oudets have highlighted votes on legisla-
tion and comments in public that could
indicate arift in ideology between the two
senators.
With theMcCain-Ralin ticket, on the
otherhand, thisdebatedidverylirdetobol-
ster confidence in Ralinsabilities.
Ifanything, itresurrected suspicions re-
gandingjohn McCains motivesfor selecting
her as a running mate. Palin revealed her
truenature and purpose in thiscampaign:
Nopitbull, just lipstick
Aerica Banks is the president of\bung
DemoaatsofSeattteUniversityandasenior
environmentalstudieswitha specialization
in public policy and urban aflairsmajor.
Aerica can be contacted at
banksa@seattleu.edu
Student tuition should translate to student voice
Kai Smith
VolunteerWriter
Question: Out ofevery person and
entity on campus, whose voice is most
important?
The answer Ours—the students of
Seattle University.
We, as undergraduates, pay 88 per-
cent of the operating costs ofSeattleU
through tuition, room and board. More
importantly though,Seattle U exists for
oneprimarypurpose toeducate students.
Thatis why student opinion is vitalto the
successofSeattleU.
As students, we cannot offer technical
and expertadviceonevery issuefacingour
campus.But, we canoffersomething that
no one else can: Whatit is like tolive and
learn here.
The challenge ishowwe makecertain
our studentvoice is heardin the important
committees, offices and ears ofuniversity
administrators.
ASSU aims toaccomplish this in four
ways
1) Secure student representation
on the Board ofTrustees. ASSU will rec-
ommendtotheBoard ofTrustees thatthey
codify in theirbylaws five studentpositions
onfive differentcommittees, including the
Finance Committeeand InvestmentSub-
committee.This will ensure face-to-face
time between students and trustees so
studentscan keep the trustees,who make
the long-term decisions forSU, informed
on the student experience.
2) Develop relationships with the
on-campusadministrators whomake the
day-to-day decisions. While Trustees de-
cide big picture issues, administrators are
best equipped tosolve the everyday issues
students face.
3) Meet withASSU. Ifyou have
an issue—bigor small—get in touchwith
an ASSU officervia e-mail, via Be Heard
(those black boxes around campus) or
come visitus in theoffice(Student Center
360). We are open for normal business
hours and would love tohear from you.
4) Inform students about the
big issues facing campus. Some ofyou
will remember the brief e-mail ASSU
sent last year on the tuition increase.This
year,ASSU will dothat withall themajor
issues—complete withthe pros and cons.
When studentsknow aboutan issue, they
can question and challenge administra-
tors—and mats goodfor everyone
Please tell ASSU your ideas, your
thoughts and your concerns so we can
make the student voioe louder and more
effective.
It's going to be a great year
Redhawks!
Kai Smith is thepresident ofAssociated
Students ofSeattleUniversity, ASSU. He
is a senior political sciencemajor.
Kai can be contacted at
smit2ls3@seattteu.edu
Letter to the Editor: D-l renews spirit
Dear Editor,
Searde University head mensbasket-
ball coach Joe Calleio and I met in the
fourth grade.
We don't really count the years, but
he is46and I am 45. So therelationship
has been around forawhile.We lived one
mile apart, inrural Enumdaw, Wash. We
both grew up inItalian-Catholic families
and both were rabid basketball fens and
players.
Joe was always a better player Some
would be bitter, but I cameto admire it
The love for the game never left either of
us and neither has the enjoyment ofour
friendship.
Weall have goodfriends and then we
have dearfriends—Iwas taught that dear
friends you count on one hand. Callero
is on thathand
Sometime in the mid-19705, Joe's
dad took us to the Seattle Center Arena
to see Seattle U play the University of
Washington. The place was electrifying,
packed and noisy. I remember seeing a
Seattle Uplayer nameddintRichardson;
etched in my childhood mind, he was
flawless at the free throwline. I followed
his career to the World Champion
Philadelphia 76'ers. I will always recall
saying, "I saw him 30 years ago, and he
played at Seattle University!"
Being raised Italian-Catholic meant
church every Sunday—italso meanthid-
ing under the covers pretending you were
still asleep hoping mom and dad would
leave withoutyou. But on occasion, I re-
member being captivated by the visiting
Jesuit from Seattle U whose homily for
some reason was at a higher global level
inthought even for a teenager
To this day, Inow understand Jesuits
aretruly dedicated educators. They spoke
with passion, conviction and direcrioa
Itwas thenI knew Iwouldattend Santa
ClaraUniversity? What?
Yes, a littleknown fact is that I indeed
wantsed a Jesuiteducation, but also toget
out ofdodge. Santa Clara said "no," and
with some divine intervention, Seattle U
said, "yes." Thanks to Seattle U, that ac-
ceptance has been a large percentage of
who I am today. I learned how tothink,
how tospeakfrom the heart
This year marks another milestone
inthe universitys history—the return to
Division I athletics. Our past president,
Bather William Sullivan, S.J. took a cal-
culated risk in the late 1970s to "right"
the university out offinancial crisis, re-
moving Seattle U from D-I athletics. As
the sports editorfor the Spectator in that
era, Iwas nothis biggest fen, but todayI
admire his courage and leadership. His
administration presented ourcommitted
educational history tothe communityas
an important, viable institution building
leaders for the future.
Ournew presidewnt, Father Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. has brought the university
with passion and conviction to the na-
tionsforefront as a premierNorthwestern
independent Jesuit Catholic institution.
Accolades come infrom the press almost
weekly.
Imet with Father Steve afew months
ago and chided him: Why only be the
premier independent institution in the
Northwest' Why not the premier Jesuit
Catholic institutioninthe nation?
We looked at each other and no
wordswere spoken—none were needed.
If you are truly intunetothe Jesuiteduca-
tional experience, you know the answer
Ifnot.. .then it only inspires one to dig
further into what it is to educate leaders
for a justand humane woild.
Whatisthisallabout?OnJaa 1,2009
Seattle Us mensbasketball willplay inthe
Key Arena against Loyola Marymount
University for the first timein28 years in
D-I competition. It isnot onlya daythat
marks a bridge from 2008 to2009 but a
larger occasion as an eventtomarkSeattle
Uathletics' arrival onpar with Seattle Us
education, bringing together the entire
experience for each present student and
a "renewed spirit" for every alumni.
It will be televised on Fox Sports
Northwest and Seattle U will not only
have a chance to shine inathletics, but id
shine as "the premier independent Jesuit
Catholic university in the Northwest" Or
is it the nation?
I am sure I willleave my seatat some
point, stroll over to Coach Callero and
give him a hug—thanking him for his
dear friendship but also for his energy
helping Seattle Ureturn tobeing aD-I
competitive school.
It isnot my visionto justsee bodies in
theKeyArenaonrhatday—l am visualiz-
ing that as I sit inmyseatand look around
I willfed the excitement thatI felt 30years
ago —enthusiastic, excitedandraging fans
in red and black extolling "spirit"
I am making a personal appeal to all
alumni, administration, faculty and stu-
dents toshowthat spirit on Jan. 1.
Seattle U has come full aide and is
now back as a leader in education and
athletics.
Steven Fantello is a 1986 graduate
of the Albers School of Business and
Economics and a former sports editor
for the Seattle University Spectator. His
column "Fromthe Bleachers"at one time
had the entire soccer team chasing him
across campus. Comments can be for-
warded to Stevenfantello@comcastnet
The Ten:
Seattle U Etiquette Tips
10. Incessantly ask friends
if they're registered, and if
they're voting Obama.
9. Leave your cell phone
ringer on during class.
8. Leave your laundry in
the residence halls' dry-
ers to keep it warm for the
next person.
7. Use credit or debit cards
at Cherry Street Market.
6. Ask for a copy of your
receipt at Cherry Street
Market.
5. Take 45 minutes on
the 15-minute courtesy
computers.
4. Talk loudly on your
phone in the library.
3. Walk directly in the path
of someone else.
2. Ride the residence hail
elevators to the basement;
on the way down, press
every button.
1. Print 100-page projects
during congested times in
the computer labs.
Quote of the week
"Why didn't they do any-
thing?" asks freshman
marketing major Max
Stowell, of Bellarmine
residents who didn't re-
spond to screams during
a mugging.
See page 3 for the full story
about the recent student
mugging on campus.
Comment ofthe week
"From a parent's per-
spective, heads should
roll! My daughter's safe-
ty on campus should be
the least of my worries
and to hear of the failure
of several 'safety proto-
cols' in a small campus
setting is absolutely ri-
diculous," comment-
ed Peter LeMieux on
"Emergency text mes-
sages failed students."
Visit www.su-specta-
tor,com for the rest of
Peter's comment and
to share your thoughts
on all of the Spectator's
content.
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lastlookspublicsafetyreports
'Five Ways to Get Free Pie, hits Art walk
Riley Raker and Mln-
dy Davis pose for a
photo during Artwalk
Last Thursday.
'Five Ways to get Free Pie' is an art event to help marry political art
with Pie positive associations.
This event at last Thursday's art walk wastrying to make a last minute
push for people to register to vote.
Medical Assist
October 1, 9:00 p.m.
Public Safety discovered a non
affiliate woman in theBellarmine
turnaround who had a seizure.
As she came to, she refused to
cooperate with SPD and Pub-
lic Safety. The woman cleared
campus.
Disturbance and
Trespass Warning
October 2, 1:45 a.m.
Students exiting Campion re-
ported to Public Safety they
were verbally harassed by a
non-affiliate male outside the
south doors of Campion. Public
Safety notified SPD, who tres-
pass warned the male.
Disturbance
October 3, 1:40 a.m.
Public Safety observed several
males yelling "rape!" and laugh-
ing as they entered a vehicle
near the Murphy Apartments.
They then sped away through
the parking area. The vehicle's
owner was traced, and the stu-
dent behavior forwarded to the
conduct system.
Safety Assist
October 3,3:00 p.m.
Students reported to Public
Safety that an intoxicated non-
affiliate male was in the bush-
es at 12th & E. Cherry. Public
Safety contacted the male ashe
started walking into traffic while
intoxicated.
Medical Assist
October 3,11:40 p.m.
A non-affiliatewas found passed
out in the Logan Court driveway.
Seattle Fire Department evalu-
ated the male, and he walked
away. The fire department then
treated a student who reported
being hit on the head by a non-
affiliate at a local restaurant.
Alcohol
October 5,12:20 a.m.
An intoxicated student in Campi-
on was found to have an empty
fifth of alcohol in his bag. The
underage student said he had
consumed half the bottle. Se-
attle Fire Department evaluated
the student.
Alcohol and Narcotics
October 5,1:40 am.
Public Safety and a Resident
Assistant contacteda residence
room in Bellarmine with the odor
of marijuana and found alcohol
and marijuana.
For a complete listing of public
saftey incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
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